July 9, 2018

German Leftist Leader Planting Trees in Settlements!!

Signatory organizations and unions to this statement denounce the Chairman of the Left Wing Party (Die Linke) in the German Parliament; Dietmar Bartsch’s visits to an “Israeli” settlement near the Gaza Strip Border. This visit was arranged by Keren Kayemeth Lelsrael – a Zionist Organization – that is known for practicing ethnic cleansing of Palestinians and forcibly expelling them from their lands and homes. During this visit, Bartsch participated in planting “Life Saving Trees” in this settlement.

Conducting this visit to the Occupying State of “Israel” on the 70th ‘anniversary’ of its founding on the account of ethnically cleansed Palestinian land, and expressing ‘solidarity’ with this occupying state demonstrates colonial ideology and relating with occupation’s brutal practices. This visit grants impunity to the occupation from being sanctioned for their criminal practices and policies. Bartsch’s recent visit and expressing solidarity with settlers refute the principles of leftist ideology in supporting nations’ struggle for liberation against colonialism and imperialism.

Therefore, signatory organizations and unions to this statement demand the Palestine Liberation Organization to take a stand against such frequent occurrences and to take all compulsory measures to maintain and preserve the dignity and cause of the Palestinian people. The signatories also demand LINKE party to release a clear, public condemnation of Dietmar Bartsch’s systematic provocations of supporting a colonizing state, as well as his dismissal from all positions for siding with the colonizer on the account of the Palestinian people’s legitimate rights.
The signatory unions and organizations find this visit loaded with political hypocrisy, as this visit coincides with the ongoing blockade on the Gaza strip and the executed crimes during the March of Return – crimes that were condemned by the world’s righteous people.

The signatory unions and organizations confirm the continuance of promoting Palestinians’ steadfastness on their land till realizing independence and Right of Return. The signatories demand righteous nations and social forces to take a clear-cut position against these colonial practices that are supported by some state officials and put an end to the occupation’s arrogance and eliminate all forms of impunity.
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